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the solar cells I used in those early gadgets. It was still around
that cost until about 10 years ago when cost reductions in sil-
icon wafers started improving PV price performance. For the
most part, PV power production up until recently has been
limited to people so far removed from the power grid that
making their own power has been their only alternative.

But recent developments in PV engineering and manufac-
turing now make generating your own power a reasonable
choice and not a whacko idea. More importantly, I have never
liked waiting to use new technology, and for me, the engi-
neering price/performance of PV has hit the threshold where
I finally feel I can make a sincere environmental choice that
isn’t just talk. In all fairness, however, I need to clarify some-
thing right up front. Virtually all of the solar installation arti-
cles that you’ve read have talked about using PV to save
money on your electric bill and included calculations for the
return on investment. Certainly, cost discussions and a few
dollar figures will pop up as I describe my installation, but try
to ignore any logical (or illogical) conclusions about costs. At

Honey, I feel
like starting a
project. ;-)

That’s how all
of this started about nine months ago. As I said in my editorial
last spring, “If it can be installed at my location (without clear-
cutting half the county), I’m going to install a photovoltaic
power-generating system” (“Keeping the Lights On,” Circuit
Cellar 202, 2007). Now that construction is well under way, I
think I can start describing the whole adventure—and indeed,
that’s how I’d portray installing a photovoltaic (PV) system.

Ever since building my first solar-powered gadget 25 years
ago, I’ve been fascinated with the idea of solar electricity. We
may not think about it every day, but certainly the GPS in our
cars and the satellite radios and televisions that we’ve come to
depend on couldn’t exist without solar panels. In fact, the entire
space program probably couldn’t exist without PV power. 

As for personal use, PV technology remained an expensive
novelty for many years. I remember paying about $25/W for

Solar-Powering the Circuit Cellar
Part 1: Preparing the Site

Photo 1—Approximately 4,200 W of PV power is generated from 20 roof-mounted SunPower SPR-210 solar panels. The other 6,560 W comes from pole-mounted arrays behind this area.

INTELLIGENT ENERGY SOLUTIONS

by Steve Ciarcia

Have you considered
installing a photo-
voltaic (PV) system
at your home or
office building? Steve
recently took the
plunge. In this series

of articles, he describes the entire
process, from site preparation to comple-
tion. Are you up to the challenge?
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the present-day price of solar panels, a large commercially
installed PV system is still an insane undertaking without gov-
ernment rebates and financial incentives. I certainly under-
stand the benefits of offsetting my $0.20/kWh Connecticut
electric rate with a little homegrown power, but saving $2,500
a year after dropping a suitcase full of cash to build this puppy
is little consolation. I have to believe the engineering experi-
ence and the social benefits justify my expense, and I’ll just try
not to look too hard at the cost details for a few years. ;-)

In this series of articles, I’ll describe my specific PV system,
how I got there, what’s involved, and how it was built (see
Photo 1). Later on, after it’s been running for a while, I’ll come
back and discuss the results. The end product of this exercise
is anything but conventional and simple. It’s not meant as a
DIY construction manual, but I will attempt to include suffi-
cient technical detail so you can understand why my system
was built in this fashion. If you decide to jump off the same
bridge, at least I’ll have told you where the rocks are.

GETTING STARTED
After walking around your house and determining that you can

indeed see the sun, for most people, installing a PV system sim-
ply involves looking at the electric consumption, adding up the
numbers, and justifying the cost benefits. As I mentioned before,
I have determined to avoid ROI as a personal justification, but I
did have to go through the exercise in order to size the system.

My “house” uses about 20,000 kWh of electricity per year.
(The typical house uses about 8,000 kWh.) When I included
this number in one of my editorials, I got a lot of e-mails ask-
ing whether I was smelting aluminum in my spare time. So,
when I say “house,” I need to clarify it. My property consists
of a central house with six additional outbuildings. These out-
buildings are things like garages, a tool shed, a heated green-
house, a potting shed, etc. I even call one of these buildings
“the annex” because by itself this shop/guestroom is the size
of a 2,200-square-foot house with an attached two-car garage.
(It has its own four-zone oil heating system.) When I built it
along with an adjacent garage, I attached them to a separate

100-A electrical service rather than expand the 200-A service
in the main house. Originally, I thought I could install one PV
system that would serve power to all of the buildings on the
property, but the wiring distances along with the cost of elec-
tric service changes made it prohibitive. (Perhaps I will add a
second PV system to those buildings later on.) The corrected
power consumption for my real house (including the three
outbuildings also powered from it) is 15,000 kWh/year. 

At this point, a person interested in PV technology is sup-
posed to create a spreadsheet itemizing the consumption for all
of their appliances, TVs, light bulbs, etc. in their house. While
this makes obvious sense for an off-grid system where you need
to size battery capacity, the major variable contribution to my
power consumption is air conditioning and lighting. The down
side of having a large contemporary-style house with dozens of
windows along with a solarium/greenhouse is that it requires
tons of air conditioning. Interestingly, I admit that one good side
benefit of this PV exercise was that it physically changed my
energy consumption dynamics. Besides the significant lighting
modifications I made while installing the PV system (to be
described later on), I drastically reduced the amount of air con-
ditioning I used last summer. I opened the windows. ;-)

A few years ago, I just flipped on the 12 tons (yes, 12) of air
conditioning and kept the entire house like a meat locker
from May through November. These days, when I am not
satisfied with just opening the windows, I turn on only
about 3 or 4 tons (1 ton is 12,000 BTUs) and I’ve moved the
thermostats a lot higher. The irony is that I think I used to
feel hotter going from 68° to 85°F outside than I do today
going from 78° to 85°F outside (I know, it’s all about humid-
ity). The good news is that comparing the month of July
2006 to July 2007, I can already see a 30% drop in electrici-
ty usage. I will endeavor to continue this trend. 

When I originally sized my PV system, I used 15,000 kWh
as the annual consumption. I’ll explain the numbers later,
but I wanted a system capable of producing 80% of my elec-
trical needs. It only gets better if I also reduce consumption
after the fact.
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Figure 1—This is a block diagram of a grid-tied PV system.
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controlled stand-alone PV systems that store PV power in
batteries, generally called an off-grid system, a grid-tied con-
figuration uses the utility company as a big energy capacitor
(see Figure 1). During the day, when the sun is strongest, PV
power is used directly by the house and no consumption is
added to the electric meter. Any excess PV power is fed back
into the utility power lines, adding energy to the entire grid.
The kilowatt-hour energy fed into the grid this way is regis-
tered as a separate meter reading and counted as a credit.

In Connecticut at least, the two readings offset each other on
a one-for-one basis. For every kilowatt-hour I pump into the
grid, I can receive the same kilowatt-hour back credited at the
same cost. While I’m trying to ignore the ROI economics of
this installation, it’s hard to ignore the $0.20 per kWh in Con-
necticut. (According to Paul Davidson in the August 10, 2007,
issue of USA Today, Connecticut and Massachusetts have the
highest electric rate in the continental U.S., and Connecticut’s
has increased more than 50% in the last five years.)

After going through all the numbers with Sunlight Solar Ener-
gy, we configured an optimal grid-tied system for my location.
The irony of having all the buildings I’ve described is that I don’t
have a single adequate true-south-facing roof (the least expensive
way to mount PV panels). The best I could do was a SSW-facing
roof (215°) over the solarium that could hold about 4.2 kW. The
only way to add another 6.5 kW was to mount additional panels
on two 11′ high steel poles (16 on each pole) set in concrete.

Of course, sizing a PV system and paying for it are two dif-
ferent things. Fortunately, Connecticut is one of a number of
states that has a very good PV subsidy program, the Con-
necticut Clean Energy Fund (CCEF). The only stipulation is
that it has to be a grid-tied system professionally installed by
a licensed and approved PV contractor. The amount of sub-
sidy is based on the actual physical performance of the
installed PV system after accounting for the calculated
effects of shading, component efficiencies, and wiring losses
rather than spec sheet maximums. With the typical com-
mercial PV installation costing about $10 per watt, making
the system performance as close to 100% as possible can
easily result in offsetting almost 50% of the system cost.
Not a bad deal and something to be seriously pursued.

I received quotes from four different PV system installers. I
have to say that they were all well qualified and their quotes
were fair. My final choice, however, was Sunlight Solar Energy of
Milford, CT. I chose them because they seemed most agreeable
about configuring a system that met the capacity I desired along
with specifying electronic components, conductors, and solar
panels that unquestionably met the engineered performance
necessary to maximize the Connecticut rebate and pass muster
with technically savvy Circuit Cellar readers.  

Another requirement of the CCEF rebate program is that
the system configuration must be utility-interactive net-
metering—basically, a grid-tied PV system. Unlike charge-
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Figure 2—This is a block diagram of my overall solar installation (neglecting for the moment some of the electrical disconnects and fuses).
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The final system configuration is 10,760 W and designed
to produce 82% of my electrical consumption (based on
15,000 kWh/year). The system’s technical specifications are
listed in the System Specs sidebar.

SO, HOW DO I DESCRIBE THIS PROJECT?
There is a lot being written about solar electric systems these

days and Circuit Cellar has a very sophisticated audience. While
I don’t think anyone in the editorial department would want to
be the guy telling me I have to shorten my article, I don’t see the
need to cover basic PV technology issues when so many other
sources already cover the details. Also, because this is a profes-
sionally installed system (as required by the CCEF rebate pro-
gram), I’ll avoid describing the placement of every screw and
caulked joint typical of user-constructed PV system articles.
While I applaud their zeal in getting the job done at a consider-
ably lower cost, I think old age has caught up with me and I’d
rather pay others to lug panels up on the roof these days. In any
case, at the end of this series of articles, I will list a number of
print and online references that provide more general PV back-
ground details. What I’d like to concentrate on in these articles
are the specific construction of my system and the engineering
details of the specific components involved. For example, it’s
one thing to say that you are pole-mounting solar panels. It’s
quite another thing when you hit ledge a few feet down and still
have to deal with a 60-MPH wind.

Finally, I’ve taken lots of pictures during the installation
process, but I can only publish a limited number in print.

SYSTEM SPECS
System type: Batteryless, grid-tied, net-metering
photovoltaic

Total system output: 10,760 W STC

Location: Connecticut

Electric production: 12,750 kWh per year, estimated
production

Utility supplied electricity offset: 82%

Back-up electricity: Existing 14-kW diesel generator

Modules: 20 SunPower SPR-210-WHT 210-W STC mod-
ules and 32 SunPower SPR-205-BLK 205-W STC modules

Arrays: Two 16-panel pole-mounted arrays producing
3,280 W each and one 20-panel roof-mounted array
producing 4,200 W

Inverters: Three total. Two SunPower SPR-3300x inverters
and one SPR-5000x inverter. (Manufactured for SunPower
by Xantrex Technology, Inc.)

System cost: Including tree removal and electrical
items not included in the installation contract, and
after deducting the CCEF rebate, the out-of-pocket
cost for this PV system was about $60,000.
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Check the online-posted version of this article for either the
inclusion of more pictures or a link to where more are posted. 

LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION 
Photo 1 shows the roof-mounted solar panels that produce

approximately 40% of the total PV power. Figure 2 is a block
diagram of my overall solar installation and the elements to
be discussed (neglecting for the moment some of the electri-
cal disconnects and fuses). 

I know it sounds like a joke that the first PV system con-
sideration is walking around the house and looking for the
sun, but you can’t generate much energy if your panels are
always shaded. When you live in the middle of the woods,
finding the sun is often easier said than done.

Array orientation determines how much energy you can pro-
duce. Solar panels are typically aimed due south at a specific tilt
angle that optimizes the incidence angle of the sunlight striking
the panel. Maximum energy is produced when this tilt angle is
equal to the latitude of the location (reduced by a location cor-
rection factor). Typically, the optimal tilt angle during the sum-
mer is the latitude minus 15°, and the optimal angle for the win-
ter is the latitude plus 15°. Hartford, CT, is located at 42° latitude
and the optimum tilt angle (minus an 8° correction factor) ranges
from 19° in the summer (34° – 15°) to 49° in the winter (34° +
15°). The Connecticut rebate program suggests that if a fixed tilt
is used, it be set at 35°. Of course, these are computer-generated
optimizations that don’t necessarily accommodate real-world
conditions. While it requires some nontrivial computer calcula-
tions to show authenticity, it is my understanding that as long
as the non-optimal differences in azimuth and tilt are less than
20°, the loss in maximum power production is typically only
about 5%. It is exactly for that reason that the most cost-effec-
tive PV installation is typically a fixed-pitch roof-mounted array. 

My system includes both variable and fixed-pitch arrays.
The roof-mounted panels are located on the solarium roof and
oriented at a fixed pitch of 17.5° facing SSW (see Photo 1).
According to Sunlight Solar Energy’s calculations, efficiency is
still about 92% of the desired maximum because the 17.5° roof
angle actually allows higher efficiency during longer summer

hours even though it isn’t the optimum tilt for winter.
Pole-mounted arrays are more efficient than a fixed-pitch

roof array by design. My configuration is single-axis
adjustable. The pole-mounted arrays are oriented due south
and enable seasonal adjustment in the tilt angle to optimize
the incidence angle of the sun. For everyone ready to e-mail
me asking why I didn’t put in a tracking solar array since
this is a pole mount, let me just say that you can also send
me financial contributions for doing it via the magazine.

Seriously, even though I have a large property area, the
house sits below a ridgeline of trees, and short of clear-cut-
ting half of the county (and some of the neighbors’ trees too),
the only place with a due south view is a small area at the
solarium end of the house (the same reason I put the green-
house there years ago). A 52-panel solar system is not small. To
accommodate almost 700 square feet of collectors in that area,
I had to put 20 panels on the solarium roof and 32 panels on two
poles. Besides questioning the expensive electromechanics nec-
essary for tracking that adds only a few percent more energy, to

Figure 3a—The SPR-210-WHT solar panels are used on the solarium roof. b—The
SPR-205-BLK solar panels are used on the pole mounts.

a) b)

Photo 2a—It was not an insignificant task getting the trees out of the way and lots of heavy equipment was involved. b—The easiest way to remove some of the smaller trees
was to grind them into mulch.

a) b)
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my knowledge, I haven’t seen residential pole-mounted tracking
systems that accommodate more than eight to 10 panels. The
four poles necessary to mount 32 panels in a tracking arrange-
ment would have been too high and just plain wouldn’t fit in the

available area. Certainly, there are some well-designed solar
tracking installations among the Circuit Cellar readership, so I
invite you to fill in the knowledge gaps with your own Circuit
Cellar article. Who knows, I still have to do something with

the annex later on, too.
When you find that you have shade

over the PV panels, there is only one solu-
tion: a chainsaw. Typically left to the
homeowner to solve in PV installation
contracts, tree removal can add thou-
sands of dollars to the total installation
cost of a PV system. My location was cer-
tainly no exception. Four tree-removal
people spent a week cutting, chopping,
hauling, and chipping the area around my
house in search of due south. As you can
see in Photo 2, it was not an insignificant
task getting at some of these trees and a
lot of heavy equipment was involved.

I had to remove a considerable num-
ber of trees, but they mainly affected
solar panel view and not house shad-
ing. Because I pretty much keep the
really big trees away from the house as
a hurricane measure, the trees that
were removed this time were farther
away from the house and didn’t drasti-
cally increase my air conditioning load
from reduced shading. In fact, the
uniqueness of my solarium may have
actually benefited from a little more
spring and fall sunlight.

The present exercise is all about
adding active solar electricity to my
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Figure 4—These are the specifications for the SPR-210-WHT.

SPR-210
ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS AT STANDARD TEST 
CONDITIONS (STC)
STC is defined as: irradiance of 1,000 W/m2, spectrum AM 1.5 g, and
cell temperature of 25°C

Peak power PMAX 210 W

Rated voltage VMP 40.0 V

Rated current IMP 5.25 A

Open-circuit voltage VOC 47.7 V

Short-circuit current ISC 5.75 A

Series fuse rating 15 A

Maximum system voltage 600 V (UL)

1,000 V (IEC)

Temperature coefficients Power –0.38%/°C

Voltage –136.8 mV/°C

Current 2.2 mA/°C

Module efficiency 16.9%

Peak power per unit area 15.7 W/sq. ft.; 169 W/m2

PTC rating 193.7 W

MECHANICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Length 61.39″ × 31.42″ [1,559 mm × 798 mm]

Thickness, including junction box 1.81″ [46 mm]

Weight 33 lb. [15 kg]
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house, but the 800-square-foot solarium under the roof-
mounted solar array in Photo 1 is already a passive heat collec-
tor. When I built it a number of years ago, I made the floor into
a large energy heatsink that supplies heat to the rest of the
house. The 10″ thick, 800-square-foot ceramic tile floor is one
gigantic slab of concrete insulated by 6″ of Styrofoam. The
100,000 lb. of concrete act like a large heatsink absorbing
energy during the day. The heat is redirected at night to the
adjacent living room via thermostatically controlled vent fans
in the wall. With the improved solar view, it will probably be
a little bit more efficient in the spring and fall when the trees
used to block the rising and setting sun. Finally, in case you
thought that all those trees might go to waste, please note the
stainless steel wood stove chimney on the peak of the roof
above the solar panels. A wood stove in the solarium also con-
tributes energy to the cause and one of the six outbuildings
(the size of a single-car garage) is used solely for firewood. 

THE SOLAR PANELS ARE THE SYSTEM
As I mentioned previously, I have a limited area where I

can mount solar panels. As such, the efficiency of the panels
is an important consideration. The more efficient a solar
panel is, the less real estate it takes up to produce the same
wattage. 

One of the reasons I chose Sunlight Solar Energy as my PV
contractor was that they are a SunPower panel distributor. I
think the SunPower panels are among the best and most effi-
cient available. There is a variety of technologies used to con-
struct solar panels. These use monocrys-
talline silicon solar cells covered by tem-
pered glass with 16.9% overall conver-
sion efficiency. (SunPower quotes 21.5%
for individual A-300 cells.)

I chose the SunPower panels with the
A-300 solar cells because they seem to
be the most efficient solar cells for res-
idential use. They get their efficiency
multiple ways. For example, traditional
solar cells use soldered ribbon to con-
nect the front of a cell to the back of the
adjacent cell. The connection ribbons
on the front reduce the effective solar
collection area. In contrast, the A-300
cells have all of their connections on
the back of the cell and don’t sacrifice
front collection area. They also elimi-
nate the front-to-back bend between
cells, which is often the location of
weather-related expansion/contraction
interconnect failures in other panels.
Finally, because the A-300 cell is for-
mulated from a single crystal, it has a
high solar conversion efficiency. It can
also respond to a broad spectrum of
light (330 to 1,170 nm).  

Of course, there is a lot more to the
physics of solar cells, but please forgive
me for avoiding discussions about

quantum mechanics, Planck’s constant, and bad gap energies
instead of just digging holes and pouring concrete. Gladly,
we have the benefit of using the A-300 and not having to
invent them. All solar cells have specific current/voltage (I/V)
and temperature-response characteristics that greatly affect
downstream component choices such as wiring and inverters.
We’ll discuss specifics later as necessary. For now, let me just
say that the idea behind using off-the-shelf solar panels is that

Photo 3—Because the efficiency of solar panels also depends on temperature, rather
than flush-mounting the roof panels, the UniRac mounting rails were mounted on
raised-flange flat-top standoffs with no-caulk flashing. That added about 6″ of ventila-
tion space under the panels.
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someone has already done the
heavy lifting. 

SunPower manufactures
various finished panels for
residential installations based
on the A-300 cell. These pan-
els have an aluminum sup-
port chassis with a substrate
that holds a laminated sand-
wich of the solar cells between
two layers of ethylene-vinyl-
acetate (EVA), an optically
clear material similar to hot
glue. This sandwich is in turn
laminated to a 4-mm thick
sheet of glass covered with an antireflective coating with a
total level of integrity that allows SunPower to claim a 25-year
panel lifetime.

My installation uses two different panel models: SPR-205 and
SPR-210 (see Figure 3). The SPR-205 is rated at 205 W, while the
other is 210 W per panel. The panels have a 12 × 6 grid of solar
cells wired in series. The output voltage is 0.56 V per cell and
the 72 series-connected solar cells produce an output of 40 V at
a rated current of 5.13 A (SPR-205) and 5.25 A (SPR-210), respec-
tively. The reason for choosing different types was aesthetics
not power. The SPR-210 has a lot of white color on the panel
and, pardon me, but it looks like a solar panel. This was fine for
a roof-mounted system I wasn’t planning on staring at all the
time. However, since I get to look at 400 square feet of pole-
mounted panels every time I sit on the solarium deck, I select-
ed the black-coated SPR-205 panels for a more pleasing view. 

Figure 4 is the spec sheet for the SPR-210-WHT solar panel
used on the solarium roof. Both models are essentially the
same, but using 32 SPR-205 panels results in 160 fewer total
system watts than all 210s. 

One of the technical details that many people don’t realize is
that a grid-tied PV system is very high voltage compared to the
24 to 48 V typically employed when batteries are involved. The
maximum capacity of parallel-connected battery-backed PV

systems is often limited as a
sheer consequence of the high
cost of conducting the mas-
sive currents involved. The
benefit of a grid-tied system is
that it uses series-connected
panels to create higher volt-
ages at much lower currents.
For example, if my 10-kW sys-
tem were configured with the
48-VDC input inverters typi-
cal of battery-backed systems,
the current would be 229 A!
Instead, grid-tied inverters
such as those chosen for my

system have a 195 to 600 VDC input range. The solar panels
are always wired in series or series-parallel combinations so
that their combined output fits the “sweet spot” of the invert-
er efficiency and solar panel I-V curves. 

In my particular case, the roof array is wired as two parallel
sets of 10 panels in series (400 VDC at 10.5 A), and each pole
mount is two parallel sets of eight panels in series (320 VDC
at 10.26 A). When we are talking about PV wiring losses, it is
Power = (I2)(R), where R is the wire resistance. If we double the
voltage, we reduce the current by half and the power lost by
four. For a very long wire run, this can add up to real savings
very quickly!

The numbers are absurd, but if we compare a 10-kW system
running at 320 VDC to the same 10-kW system at 48 VDC,
there is a 44× difference in power losses due to wiring resistance.
Now you understand why utility long transmission power lines
are over a half million volts, and perhaps you can also see why
it isn’t a smart idea to stick your fingers in the electrical box of
a grid-tied PV system. That’s one of the reasons why there are so
many disconnects and fuse points in the typical system. 

Solar installers like roof-mounting panels because they are
relatively quick and easy to install compared to a ground or
pole-mounted system. It took only a couple of days for Sun-
light Solar Energy to mount the 20 panels on the solarium
roof. Since good engineering was more important to me than
aesthetics, I chose not to flush-mount the panels to the roof
like most people. Instead, because I am aware of the negative
effects that heat has on solar panel efficiency, I wanted some
ventilation space beneath the roof-mounted panels (see
Photo 3). Sunlight Solar Energy’s solution was to put the
entire UniRac mounting system on raised-flange flat-top
standoffs with no-caulk flashing. Photos 4, 5, and 6 detail
the installation process.

WHAT’S NEXT
I’ve only scratched the surface so far on building my PV

system. There’s a lot more to discuss about the panels them-
selves like I-V characteristics, temperature effects, and phys-
ically getting the power from the panels to the inverters
with minimum loss. I just think this is a good stopping point
for now. See you again next month when I’ll continue with
more about the system and describe how digging a hole for a
pole mount in Connecticut is easier said than done.  I

Photo 5—Moises Rivera and Alex Fox attach the first SunPower SPR-210 panel to
the UniRac mounting rails on the roof.

Photo 4—After the UniRac mounting rails are installed, it’s time for the panels.
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Installation Instructions,” 2005.

Sunlight Solar Energy, Inc., www.sunlightsolar.com.

SunPower Corp., “SPR-205-BLK Residential PV Module,”
001-12153, 2006.
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Photo 6—The Sunlight Solar Energy team moves into high gear installing panels on the roof.

Steve Ciarcia is an electronics engineer and computer
consultant with experience in process control, digital design,
and product development. He founded Circuit Cellar in 1988
and currently serves as the magazine’s editorial director. You
may contact him at steve.ciarcia@circuitcellar.com.
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percentage of the houses in any state is statistically infini-
tesimal. I think I mentioned in an editorial that when I
signed the dotted line for my PV system there were only
152 existing residential PV installations in the entire state
of Connecticut (population 3.5 million). I doubt it has
increased by 30% in the intervening months it has taken to
install mine. Certainly, mainstream PV interest is there,
but the Connecticut rebate program takes relatively deep
pockets to participate. I state this as a reality, not a criti-
cism. I love reading home-grown PV construction articles

A hazard of
conceiving a big
project when you
are a thousand
miles away from

home is that it often leads to overconfidence about the ease of
actually accomplishing it. As with all of my projects these
days, it turns into a bigger mess the instant I pick up a shovel.

For as much talk as there is in all the media about solar
electricity, the real number of residential installations as a

Solar-Powering the Circuit Cellar
Part 2: From the Ground Up

Figure 1a—This is a pictorial diagram of the POWER-FAB series 225-8/80 solar panel mounting rack used in the pole-mount arrays. b—The angle adjustment plate has six elevation angle
set points: 15, 25, 35, 45, 55, and 65°.

INTELLIGENT ENERGY SOLUTIONS

by Steve Ciarcia

Last month, Steve
began describing the
process of installing
his solar PV system.
This month, he cov-
ers the massive task
of preparing two 11′

schedule 80 poles (8″ in diameter) to
support two of the three solar arrays. As
you’ll see, it’s easier said than done. The
technical adventure continues!

15°
25°

35°
45°

55°
65°

Strongback

Pivot bolt

Cross-bar
mounting angle

Angle adjustment plate
(welded to strongback)

Support bar

Support bar pivot tab
(welded to mounting sleeve)

Set bolts (4)

Mounting Pole

Mounting Sleeve
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where the whole family participates in converting the
$8,000 made from selling their old vacation RV into a 4-kW
home-built roof-mounted solar system. 

I hate to admit it (especially to the wife), but I may not
have jumped on the PV bandwagon and glued solar panels
on every south-facing surface around here so quickly if the
Connecticut rebate program didn’t make it impossible for
me to home-brew my own PV system. I know it sounds
incongruous, but let me explain.

I’ve become a bit more pragmatic in my old age, but old
habits die hard. I spent many years rolling my own solu-
tions. If there was a technical problem, I thought nothing
of spending any amount of time and effort building inter-
faces or installing equipment to solve the problem. I didn’t
put any value on my labor or look at that time as lost to
other pursuits because it was all
about the adventure of solving
the task. Obviously, that cultur-
al imperative isn’t that alien
because it seems that all of you
have been following me down
the same path in Circuit Cellar
for many years. 

This technical adventure pro-
vides further satisfaction when
it does things like convert $2
worth of junk box parts into a
$1,000 commercial function or
make $5,000 worth of scrounged
PV components into the equiva-
lent of a $20,000 professionally
installed system. The bad news
is the feeling we adventurers get
when we know we have the
expertise to build something
very significant (saving lots of
money by doing it ourselves) but
never get off square one to do it
because we know it is such a big
job. That was my PV system
dilemma.  

PROBLEM SOLVED
I know it sounds ridiculous, but

I needed an excuse that justified

someone else putting in my PV system. The Connecticut
Clean Energy Fund rebate program solved my problem. If I
discount the substantial cost of tree removal that would
have been done no matter what, it is my opinion that the
post-rebate cost of my installed 11.76-kW system is about
the same as it would have been if I had bought and
installed all of the same components, panels, and pole
mounts. Basically, DIY is about $5 a watt these days. Pro-
fessional installation here in Connecticut is about $10/W,
but there is a $5/W rebate. I just did the math and decided
to let somebody else fall off the roof instead of me. 

For the most part, professionally installed solar systems
are turnkey and that was the basic deal with my installer,
Sunlight Solar Energy. Their job was to configure the sys-
tem, order all of the components, and put the team in place
to complete the installation, including erecting the pole
mounts and pouring the concrete. The only caveat in the
contract was that I would be responsible for digging the
conduit trench from the arrays around the house into the
garage where the inverters were to be located. That was
OK. A little sweat equity was a good idea. Besides, if Sun-
light Solar Energy wanted to put in the pole mounts, who
was I to rain on their picnic? ;-)

POLE MOUNTS
One of the things I asked about was the sturdiness of the

pole mounts. This isn’t Florida, but it’s still hurricane coun-
try. The 16 solar panels had a surface area of 214 square feet,

Speed Vertical surface wind load Torque

30 MPH 626.80 lb. 6,894.8 ft-lb.

40 MPH 1,114.4 lb. 12,258.4 ft-lb.

50 MPH 1,741.2 lb. 19,153.2 ft-lb.

60 MPH 2,507.3 lb. 27,580.3 ft-lb.
70 MPH 3,412.7 lb. 37,539.7 ft-lb.

80 MPH 4,457.5 lb. 49,032.5 ft-lb.

90 MPH 5,641.5 lb. 62,056.5 ft-lb.

Table 1—The wind loading on the 214 sq. ft pole-mounted panels is substantial and
a lot of thought went into dealing with the torque produced at the base when this
much force is applied to the top of an 11′ moment arm.

Photo 1—I suspected that they might have some problems installing standard concrete piers for the pole-mounted arrays.
So, I decided to dig a test hole. Six feet down, I hit ledge. Time for Plan B.
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I went looking for one of those wind load calculators on the
Internet and found one at www.sailingusa.info/cal_wind_
load.htm. Yes, I know it’s for vertically oriented fabric sails
and not angled solar panels, but I just wanted some ball-
park figures. Besides, the pole array can actually be tilted
vertically (but not as a normally set position), so I suppose
it constitutes a legitimate worst case. According to the cal-
culator, the wind load formula (converted to MPH) is:

where SA is surface area in square feet. WS is wind speed
in MPH. According to the calculator, 214 square feet pro-
duces the wind loads in Table 1.

After you have the amount of force that the wind-loaded
array is pushing against the top of the pole, you have to
translate that into the fact that it becomes one long lever
arm trying to bend the pole where it goes into the ground.
Basically, it’s all converted to being one big 11′ torque
wrench, where torque = force × length (see Table 1). 

This certainly seemed like a lot
more force than I am used to dealing
with, but the POWER-FAB features
and specifications brochure clearly
says, “Standard (225 sq ft) mounts are
designed and warranted to withstand
30 lb/sq ft (approximately 90 MPH
or 145 km/hr).” Do the math with
225 sq ft at 30 lb/sq ft and it is over
70,000 ft-lb of torque on an 11′ pole.
They must know what they are
doing. Who am I to be a skeptic?  

Still, I’ve always been a hardware
guy and virtual claims are a hard
sell, so I spent an entire day on the
Internet re-experiencing why I
chose electrical engineering instead
of civil or mechanical way back
when. I can’t say that I know
enough to build a bridge or pipeline,
but I’ve familiarized myself enough
with cantilevered beams and
moments of inertia to last me the
rest of my life. All I can say is that
after spending a day deciphering for-
mulas and plugging numbers into
online engineering calculators, that
if the concrete base is secure, that
pipe ain’t moving.

Even with 6,000 lb of force applied
at the top of the 750-lb pole, any
movement would be imperceptible
compared to everything else going
on at the same time (at 90 MPH). I
also convinced myself that this long
lever arm issue wasn’t a big deal
either. The biggest single factor gov-
erning the strength of the pipe is the
outside diameter—in this case

Wind load   SA  WS   0.0032552= × ×

so Sunlight Solar Energy specified using the sturdiest pole
mount on the market, a series 225-8/80 top-of-the-pole
mount from POWER-FAB (see Figure 1). For the 10′ × 20′
array not to be touching the ground if set vertically, the top
of the 0.5″ thick 8/80 steel pole would have to be 11′ out of
the ground. According to the POWER-FAB installation doc-
umentation, it is suggested that the buried end of the pole
be 7′ into the ground and set in a hole (3′ in diameter) filled
with concrete (about 2.25 yards). 

Perhaps because I am an engineer who can’t keep his fin-
gers out of the frosting when it comes to technical things,
I started thinking more about the pole mounts in general.
After all, these were nothing but big sails in my book, and
I wanted to know what would happen when the next hur-
ricane comes blowing through Connecticut. The POWER-
FAB spec says that their system is rated at 90 MPH. Of
course, at 90 MPH, I have bigger problems elsewhere on
the property, so it may be a moot point, but I was still
curious.
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Figure 2—This is a diagram of the concrete
footing for the pole mounts. The 8″ schedule
80 mounting pole was custom manufactured
to hold the POWER-FAB series 225-8-80
mounting rack.
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8.625″. If a pipe is subjected to sufficient force, it will bend
and the cross section will become oval at the interface
location. This is pure elastic deformation, and the pipe
cross section will return to normal when the force is
removed. If the force is high enough to bend the pipe to the
point it exceeds elasticity, then “strain hardening” occurs,
which strengthens the pipe to resist more bending. When
the force is removed in this case, however, the pipe will
remain in the bent position. The final condition is when
the force is great enough to exceed both previous condi-
tions and the cross-section simply collapses and the pipe
buckles.

The fact that this pole is set in con-
crete at the interface location where
buckling might occur and the wall
thickness is 0.5″ immensely reduces any
chances of buckling. The net result is
that any failure-mode calculation regard-
ing the pole pretty much gets down to
looking at the tensile strength of steel as
the limiting factor. 

While it takes some pretty hairy math
for exact numbers, a back-of-the-enve-
lope calculation seems to illustrate that
there is sufficient safety in the pole
mount. Note that 62,000 ft-lb of torque
translates to a tension of 93,000 lb on
the tension side of the 8″ pipe. With an
8.625″ diameter and a wall thickness of
0.5″, there are several square inches of steel
resisting that tension—let’s just say it’s 5
square inches for approximately a 10″ arc
of the circumference to be conservative.

Therefore, we’re exerting a pull of
about 93,000/5, or 18,600 psi, on the
side of the pipe that’s in tension.

Ordinary structural steel has a yield
strength of 36,000 psi (high-strength
steel is twice that or more), so I think
we have plenty of margin even in a
full hurricane. I’d certainly have big-
ger problems before the pole bends. 

I loved the idea that Sunlight
Solar Energy was going to be doing
the pole mounts, but giving some-
one an impossible task wasn’t
going to get me a completed PV
system, even if it was their
responsibility. Since I had con-
cluded that the pipe was never
going to bend and everything
comes down to making sure that
the concrete holding it doesn’t
move either, I decided to dig a test
hole where the pole mounts were
going and see what 7 feet down
looked like. I backed my trusty
backhoe up to the designated area

and started digging (see Photo 1).
I suspected it before I even started the tractor. After all, I

wouldn’t already own a backhoe if I didn’t encounter rock
every time I picked up a shovel around this place. I hit
ledge at about 5.5′ to 6′ deep. (The ledge was an irregular
surface.) No simple 3′ diameter, 7′ deep, by-the-book pole
mount installation here, guys. ;-)

UNDER CONSTRUCTION
To make a long story short, I contacted Sunlight Solar

Energy and told them the good news. Rather than follow it

Photo 2—The solution to the ledge problem was to call in a couple of friends with lots of expertise and bigger equipment.
Here, Floyd Palmer digs a 7′ × 20′ hole for the concrete footing.

Photo 3—Bob Kuca constructs a 5′ × 17′ wooden frame to hold the four yards of concrete and rebar that
form the base of the pole-mounted array footing.
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with, “I guess you guys have
bigger problems than you
thought,” I told them that I
had just the two professional
contractors, Bob Kuca and
Floyd Palmer, who knew how
to solve the problem and I
would arrange to get it done.
Off the record, I preferred this
solution anyway. Bob and
Floyd had worked with me
often enough on previous
building projects to know that
the only resolution I wanted
would have to be absolute
overkill. For example, if they
build a deck for me, it’s
designed to support a truck,
not people. I finally had my
arms around the big torque
numbers and their implica-
tions, but I also now recog-
nized that the real integrity of
the pole mount rested with
the concrete. Time for some
more overkill. 

Since we couldn’t put the
pipe in the manufacturer-spec-
ified 2 yards of concrete in a 7′
deep hole, the obvious solu-
tion was to put the pipe in a
lot more concrete firmly anchored to ledge in the 5.5′ to 6′
deep hole that we could dig. Figure 2 is a diagram of the
footing. The concept was to dig a large excavation and pour
a 5′ wide by 17′ long concrete rebar-filled footing securely
anchored to the ledge (see Photo 2). Then, the idea was to
put the two schedule 80 poles 13′ apart, steadfastly

anchored to the footing with additional rebar and 3′ diame-
ter 4′ concrete columns. 

A 5′ × 17′ wooden form was constructed and set on the
ledge in the excavated hole. As I said before, the ledge had
an irregular surface. The high/low areas of the ledge varied
about 6″ to 8″ across the length; but more importantly, the

Photo 5a—Before the concrete is set, Bob inserts the plywood form that holds the four mounting bolts for the 15′8″ schedule 80 pipe along with additional rebar that firmly fas-
tens the vertical concrete around the pole to the bottom footing. b—Additional welded rebar is added to the rebar extending up from the footing so the concrete that will be
poured around the pole will be firmly secured to the footing. Circular rebar added during the pour and the welded angle iron on the sides of the pipe that inhibit rotation of the
pole create a truly immovable array.

a) b)

Photo 4—The 15′ half-inch-thick steel schedule 80 pipes necessary to hold the solar panel racks weigh 750 lb each. While
Bob and Floyd might typically just throw something like this over their shoulders, today they decided to use the tractor.
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surface contained many crevasses and indentations. The
net result of pouring concrete onto this surface was like
making an interlocking English dovetail joint in furniture.
Basically, the only way to move the footing was to move
the ledge or break the concrete. To further reinforce the
concrete and provide attachment to the column supports,
Bob put interlaced structural rebar into the concrete as it
was poured (see Photo 3). In total, the 5′ × 17′ poured foot-
ing required four yards of concrete. If you do the math,
this turns out to be an average thickness of 15″. 

Figure 2 shows the dimensions and construction details
of the schedule 80 pipes. (Photo 4 shows them being
moved to the hole.) Because they are 750 lb each, typical
methods of simply setting a pole in a 3′ diameter dirt
hole, surrounding it with wet concrete, and then straight-
ening it with a couple of external two-by-fours are com-
pletely out the window. The pole locations and orienta-
tions had to be fixed before any concrete was poured. That
was the reason the poles were made with a 20″ × 20″ 1″
thick steel plates welded on the bottom with predrilled
mounting holes.

The technique Bob used to locate the poles on the foot-
ing was to set four bolts in the wet concrete where they
would go (see Photo 5a). The plywood holding the bolts in
the proper pattern also kept them from sinking into the
concrete. The plywood was removed after the concrete set.
Besides the bolts, more lengths of steel rebar were
attached to the rebar in the footing and positioned verti-
cally around the base plate of the pole. Additional welded
rebar connected these vertical rods to produce a substan-
tial cage around the poles and firmly bond the two con-
crete sections, as you can see in Photo 5b. (Circular pieces
of rebar were also added during the pour.) While the bolts
extended 6″ down into the concrete and increased overall
structural integrity, their primary purpose was to position and
orient the mounting poles, not provide primary structural

attachment to the footing. The rebar is what firmly
attaches the poles to a concrete footing that can never
move.

Once the concrete footing was dry, Floyd lowered each
pipe onto the pre-located bolts (see Photo 6a). Then Floyd
and Bob adjusted the mounting plates so that each pole was

Photo 6a—As Floyd lowers the 750-lb pole into the hole, Bob guides it onto the mounting bolts. b—After the pole is secured in place with the top bolts, the bolts under the
base plate are adjusted to make it perfectly vertical. c—After the 3′ diameter sonotubes are put in place around the bottom of the poles, Bob calls in the cement truck and adds
another couple of yards of concrete. Conduit is preinstalled on each pole and extends down into the concrete and out through the side of the sonotube where they all meet in the
wiring trench going to the inverters.

a ) b ) c )
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perfectly vertical (see Photo 6b). Next a 4′ tall, 3′ diameter
sonotube was placed around all of the rebar along with
plastic conduit for the wiring from each array. Then the
whole assembly was filled with about a yard of concrete
(see Photo 6c). You’ll note that there is angle iron welded
to the sides of the pipe that also got covered with concrete.
The rebar connecting the footing to the sonotube-filled
concrete keeps the whole structure from bending or lifting
from a directed force applied to the top of the pole. The
two welded angle irons keep the pole from rotating in the
concrete as the result of any side motion of the array in
strong winds as well. The end result—this pole ain’t going
nowhere. 

If the yard wasn’t a mess enough already, the final land-
scape-intensive task was getting the power from the three
arrays to the inverters on the garage (see Photo 7a).
National electrical code required that the conduits be

buried in a trench from the arrays to the house. In order
to limit wiring losses, Sunlight Solar Energy chose to use
#6 copper wire and run each array in a separate conduit.
This was a great idea even if it did involve burrowing
under the sidewalk and drilling through 6″ concrete walls
(see Photo 7b).  

Finally, the whole mess was back-filled with dirt (see
Photo 8a) and covered with plastic and crushed stone (see
Photo 8b). The end result hardly looked like the disaster
area full of construction vehicles that it had been. Now I
had two nicely painted pole mounts ready for the arrays.

The final proof of whether I had succeeded in my dictate
about overkill requires a little more back-of-the-envelope
math. POWER-FAB says that the pole should be set in 3′
diameter, 7′ deep concrete. That’s about 2.25 yards of con-
crete. At 4,000 lb/yard, that’s about 9,000 lb. Structural
integrity depends on the effort it takes to move this 9,000-lb

Photo 8a—Once poured and set, Floyd backfills the hole with dirt. b—After the poles were backfilled and the soil tamped down, a little paint and crushed stone made it all look
less like a disaster area. The next procedure was to mount the POWER-FAB series 225-8-80 solar racks and SunPower panels.

a ) b )

Photo 7a—If the yard wasn’t a mess already, the wiring trenches definitely finished it off. Here, Bob and Floyd drop in a special cable for my future signal monitoring along with
the solar array conduits. Because of the currents involved, a separate conduit was used for each of the three arrays. b—Jason Ross, Sunlight Solar Energy’s on-site foreman, routes
the three conduits through the garage wall where the three inverters are located.

a) b)
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cylinder against the surrounding dirt. I think my construc-
tion weighs a bit more. 

SUCCESS AT LAST
In my case, it isn’t just a cylinder moving against the

dirt. We need to think of my pole mount as a combination
of the ledge-locked footing, concrete in the sonotubes, and
all the dirt sitting on top of the footing. The easiest way to
visualize it is to think of a large rectangular volume with
the dimensions 5′ × 17′ × 6′—18.89 yards of dirt and con-
crete. Dirt is about 3,000 lb/yard and 6 yards of this vol-
ume is 4,000 lb/yd of concrete. Discounting the fact that
the footing can’t move on the ledge without breaking it,
the weight of my footing is 62,670 lb.
OK, it’s for two poles, but who’s
counting? I think overkill is a reason-
able description.  

Well, this looks like a good place to
stop for now. Next month, I’ll describe
how Sunlight Solar Energy got to put
the racks and panels on the poles and
wire this entire mess into the three
inverters. That also looks like a good
place to talk about more of the elec-
tronics and operational issues of large
grid-tied solar electric systems. I

SOURCES
Series 225-8/80 Top-of-pole mount
POWER-FAB 
www.power-fab.com

SPR-205-BLK and SPR-210 PV Modules
SunPower Corp.
www.sunpowercorp.com

PV Module racks
UniRac, Inc. 
www.unirac.com

GT Series grid tie solar inverters
Xantrex Technology, Inc. 
www.xantrex.com
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and approvals were concluded. That’s why this series pres-
ents subjects primarily in the order in which you have to
configure and install a PV system. First, you think about
how much power you need and where to put the panels.
Then you do the site preparation and install everything.
Aside from a bit of paranoia and calculations about wind
loading on the two pole-mounted arrays that resulted in a
Rock of Gibraltar support base, there haven’t been a lot of
engineering issues. It isn’t until you have panels installed
and you start wiring and configuring the inverters that you
have to think about the engineering aspects of the system

For the past
2.5 months, I’ve
been installing a
10.76-kW net-
metered photo-

voltaic (PV) electric power system at my house in Connecti-
cut. Way back in the beginning of this series, I predicted that
building this system would be an adventure. Because of the
lead time associated with presenting all of this in print, I
decided to describe it as a work in progress rather than wait
until the entire system was finished and all of the inspections

INTELLIGENT ENERGY SOLUTIONS

by Steve Ciarcia

Installing a major
renewable energy
source like Steve’s
home photovoltaic
system is no small
feat. It requires intelli-
gent planning, techni-

cal know-how, and the ability to think out-
side the box. This month, he describes
the last leg of this long technical adven-
ture: wiring and electronics.

Photo 1—This is my finished PV installation.

Solar-Powering the Circuit Cellar
Part 3: Wiring & Electronics
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again. Before I jump into that, however, let me continue
where I left off last month.

At the end of last month, I had 20 solar panels on the
solarium roof, two 11′8″ diameter schedule 80 poles stick-
ing out of the ground, and a backyard completely destroyed
by cement trucks and heavy equipment. Just so I don’t
keep you in suspense any longer, Photo 1 shows what the
completed arrays looked like when mounted on the poles
and their location compared to the roof array. Because the
picture was taken from about 100′ away and the pole-
mounted arrays are angled at 35°, dimensions can appear
deceptive. The total area of the three solar arrays is almost
700 square feet, and those “little” pole mounts in the back-
ground are 20′ high and over 200 square feet each.

While fixed-angle roof-mounted solar arrays are the least

expensive to install, you are typically stuck with whatever
direction and angle the roof happens to be. In Connecticut
at least, if it is due south and pitched at about 35° then you
pretty much have an optimum fixed-angle system. Of
course, the best solar generation comes from two-axis
tracking systems that have pole-mounted motorized arrays
that keep the sun perpendicular to the panels all day. While
such systems do exist, I concluded that I didn’t have
enough available ground area for the poles and that they
would have been prohibitively expensive for an 11-kW sys-
tem. The next best solution was a pole-mounted single-axis
adjustable system like mine. Using the arrangement I’ve
described, I can adjust my 6.5-kW pole-mounted arrays
within a range of 15° to 65°. All it takes is a quick visit to
the PVWATTS energy calculator to determine the optimum

Photo 2a—Bob and Floyd help the Sunlight Solar Energy crew hoist and bolt the 300-lb strongback to the top of the 11′8″ schedule 80 mounting pole. b—Tom Smith and
Jason Ross bolt the module rails and rail brackets to the strongback. c—Tom and Jason start attaching the SunPower SPR-205 solar panels. d—Tom, Jason, and Ian Applegate
add #6 braided copper cable to each panel to properly ground the entire array.

a) b)

c) d)
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tolerance as one that is significantly
more expensive, and, “electrically
speaking,” bulletproof. I’d like to
think my system is the latter. 

In order to illustrate what I mean,
I have to go back and talk about the
effects of shading and temperature
on solar panels, how much power
we lose in all that wire, the conver-
sion efficiencies and input toler-
ances of the inverter, and maximum
power point tracking (MPPT). 

Figure 1 is the 25°C I-V curve of
the SPR-210 solar panel used in my
system. (The SPR-205 is essentially
the same but 5 W less.) There are
four factors that determine solar
panel output: photovoltaic cell effi-
ciency, load resistance, intensity of
the sun, and cell temperature.

The first two are very straightfor-
ward. Solar cell efficiency is deter-
mined by the manufacturing

process, and for the SPR-210, it is quoted as 16.9%. The
load resistance sets the operating point on the current and
voltage (I-V) curve and is controlled by the inverter MPPT
algorithm (discussed later). 

Solar intensity is a bit more nebulous. The current gener-
ated by the solar panel is directly proportional to the inten-
sity of the sun and is pretty much independent of tempera-
ture. After a five-minute Internet search, you’ll have more
charts, maps, and diagrams of local area sun intensity than
you’ll know what to do with. The one unquantifiable
anomaly affecting irradiance is edge-of-cloud effect and
reflection (typically snow). When the sun enters or exits a
cloud, there is at times an increase in solar intensity
caused by reflection from nearby clouds that causes a sud-
den increase in current output. In the short time my sys-
tem has been running, I have personally seen 2,000-W

monthly solar angle for any location (http://rredc.nrel.gov/
solar/codes_algs/PVWATTS/).

Assembling the pole mounts was not an insignificant
task. This is one of those places where having a profession-
al installer like Sunlight Solar Energy comes in handy. The
first task in completing the pole mount was to hoist the
strongback to the top of the 11′ schedule 80 pipe and attach
it to the mounting sleeve pivot bolt. Estimated as about
300 lb, it took the whole Sunlight Solar Energy team plus
Bob Kuca and Floyd Palmer to get it up there (see Photo 2a). 

Once the strongback is attached, module rails and rail
brackets are bolted to the strongback (see Photo 2b) and
then solar panels are attached (see Photo 2c). A bunch of
panels later, the structure starts looking recognizable (see
Photo 2d). The finished arrays were angled at 35° for the
particular time in Connecticut (see Photo 3). Take a look at
the different colors in these photos and perhaps
you’ll understand why I chose SunPower SPR-
205s for the pole mounts that I can see from the
house and the deck. They are much more pleas-
ing to the eye than the SunPower SPR-210s on
the roof.

BACK TO THE SOLAR PANELS
I’ve been beating around the bush for two arti-

cles, but now we have the ingredients in place to
connect the arrays to the inverters and generate
some power. While some thought had to be
given to sizing all the system components before
starting the project, this is where the interrela-
tionship among solar radiance, solar panel I-V,
wiring losses, and inverter dynamics all come
into play to greatly affect system costs and per-
formance. The same wattage solar system can be
cheaply configured on the hairy edge of acceptable
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Figure 1—This is an I-V curve for the SunPower SPR-210 solar panel showing the maximum power
point.

Photo 3—The finished pole-mounted arrays are set at 35° for a final test.
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power spikes as clouds pass (i.e., a jump from 7,500 to
9,500 W).

The final solar cell issue is temperature. As the sun’s
brightness increases, the output voltage and power decrease
as the temperature of the cell increases. The STC power
spec is based on a PV cell temperature of 25°C and the Sun-
Power A-300 cells used in the SPR-210 will decrease 0.38%
per degree centigrade. Especially in the summer, cell temper-
atures can typically run anywhere from 30° to 35°C above
ambient when the module is exposed to “full” sunlight. So,
if the cell temp is 35°C above a 30°C (86°F) ambient, cell

temperature will be 65°C (149°F). That’s
40°C above the 25°C spec, and the effect
could be 40°C × –0.38%/°C = –15.2%
loss in power. 

Of course, the opposite should be true
as well, especially in New England. It’s
quite possible that we can have days
when the panels are operating at –18°C
(about 0°F) and we should see 43°C ×
0.38%/°C = 16.3% power increase. In
general, there isn’t a lot to be concerned
about low temperature increases as long
as it doesn’t exceed the inverter’s volt-
age input range (it doesn’t). Basically,
take the benefits and run. 

For typical operation, solar arrays
should be mounted in the sunniest place

and kept as cool as possible. (This is specifically why my
roof panels are mounted on high standoffs to allow air cir-
culation under them.) No part of a PV array can be shaded.
Large solar panels consist of many PV cells in series, and
therefore, all of the cells in the same string are conducting
the same current. If any of the PV cells are shaded, they
cannot produce current and will become reverse biased.
This means the shaded cells will dissipate power as heat,
and over a period of time, failure can occur. Because it is
impossible to prevent occasional shading, solar panels
incorporate bypass diodes to conduct current around shaded

Photo 4—The three SunPower/Xantrex inverters are mounted on a garage wall where it is cool and offers easy
access to the inverter data ports.
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strings. (I read someplace that while the A-300 cells don’t
necessarily need diodes for cell protection, diodes were
included in the panels to provide comfort to customers
used to diodes being present in virtually every other brand
of panels.) ;-)

WIRING AND INVERTERS
With all that information about the panels, what values

are important when we select wire and inverters? Basically,
think big.

Seriously, solar system configuration is an exercise in
accommodating worst-case conditions. While we might
discuss array output power at nominal conditions, the
wiring from the arrays and the inverter input range must
be sized for the highest short-circuit currents and open-
circuit voltages. 

The roof array is configured as two series strings of 10
panels connected in parallel. The nominal current and volt-
age of this configuration is 400 VDC at 10.5 A. The open-
circuit voltage and short-circuit current rating of the panels
increases these values to 477 V and 11.5 A. Similarly, the
pole-mounted SPR-205 arrays are configured with two
series strings of eight panels connected in parallel and
would be 320 VDC at 10.26 A, 383 VDC, and 11.06 A,
respectively. That basically says that the inverter inputs
and the wiring insulation have to handle 500 VDC. Howev-
er, the national electric code requires a 125% safety margin
applied to the worst-case voltage and current values when
configuring the wiring and circuit breakers. For the pole-
mounted arrays, the requirement is 478 VDC and 13.83 A.
For the roof array, it is 596 VDC and 14.4 A.

Because Sunlight Solar Energy fully understood that
“bulletproof” was the primary decision factor on this
installation, they decided that the neatest and cleanest way
to deal with three separate arrays of this size was to use
three separate conduits connected to three separate invert-
ers. The wire connecting the arrays to the inverters was
about 100′. Like I said in the first article, using the higher
voltage in a grid-tied system eliminates many of the IR
losses associated with low-voltage battery backed off-grid
systems. In my case, we used #6 copper wire (rated for 37 A)
from each array to the inverters and #4 copper wire (rated
for 60 A) from the combined inverter AC outputs to the

service entry panel. The wiring losses for the total
system were less than 1%. 

The inverters were chosen with the same accom-
modation to safety margins. One SPR-3300x was
used for each pole-mounted array and one SPR-
5000x was connected to the roof array. The invert-
ers are manufactured by Xantrex Technology and
are functionally equivalent to their GT3.3 and
GT5.0 inverters. Photo 4 shows how Sunlight Solar
Energy mounted them to an inside garage wall
(with room for accessories). ;-)

When selecting inverters, it’s important to keep
in mind that when we are talking about solar pan-
els, we are discussing DC watts of input power to
an inverter, and when we are talking about the

inverters, we are discussing AC power output after all the
wiring and conversion losses. Applying 3,200 W from a
pole array to a GT3.3 rated for 3,300 AC watts output is
not running the inverter at maximum level. In fact,
Xantrex suggests that arrays up to 3,600 W STC can be
safely connected to the GT3.3. Similarly, the 4,200 W from
the roof array applied to the GT5.0 is well inside its range.
It is more expensive to use an overrated inverter, but as
long as the array output voltages stay within the inverter’s
maximum power point tracking (MPPT) range, you get the
added benefit of less output power derating caused by high
heatsink temperatures when the solar system is really
cranking. As Figure 2 shows, the advantage of running a
GT5.0 inverter at 80% of rated output is that it can take
more heat before derating its output. I will probably add a
thermostatically controlled fan to each inverter but it may
not be necessary. While I haven’t used the system during
the summer yet, the heatsinks seem barely warm running
at 9 to 10 kW with 80°F ambient. Because I have the
inverters located in a cool garage, the fans could be just
more overkill.

IT’S ALL ABOUT ARCHITECTURE 
The Xantrex GT inverter architecture is specifically

designed for grid-tied PV systems (see Figure 3). It uses a
two-stage power conversion topology to convert DC cur-
rent from the PV array into AC current directly consumed
by the house or net-metered back into the utility grid. A
transformer isolated DC-to-DC converter stage converts
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Figure 3—Xantrex GT inverter architecture.
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Figure 2—GT5.0 power output derating as a function of temperature.
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the PV array voltage (anywhere within 235 to 550 VDC for
the GT5.0 or 200 to 550 VDC for the GT3.3) and converts
it to a fixed internal bus voltage of around 400 VDC. The
DC-to-DC converter runs at 15 kHz and uses a high-fre-
quency switched-mode power conversion technique similar
to electronic power supplies. It also exploits the use of a
relatively small, high-frequency isolation transformer and
efficient PWM voltage regulation.  

The internal DC bus has a substantial amount of energy
stored in electrolytic capacitors. This is needed to decouple
the power flow between the two power converter stages.
The output stage delivers power in a “lumpy” fashion
because the power in a single-phase AC circuit varies as
sin2 (ωt) (i.e., from zero to maximum at 120 Hz in a 60-Hz
circuit). However, the power drawn from the PV array
must be continuous to maximize the energy harvested
from the array (i.e., no 120-Hz ripple). The DC bus capaci-
tors provide the necessary filtering (or energy storage) to
ensure that the input DC-to-DC converter can operate
with minimal ripple.

The output DC-to-AC inverter stage is an H-bridge
configuration using IGBTs, similar to the bridge circuits
used in DC servo motor controllers. It operates as a pulse-
width-modulated switched-mode power converter with a
20-kHz switching frequency. The pulse-width modulator is
controlled by an inner feedback loop that operates the con-
verter as a controlled AC current source. The inverter con-
troller establishes a sinusoidal current reference that is in
phase with the utility voltage and the feedback loop con-
trols the inverter output current to be a low-distortion (less
than 5% THD) sinusoid in phase with the utility voltage.
An output LC filter (low pass) removes the harmonics pres-
ent in the 20-kHz switching. As you might expect, the net
result is an output current that complies with utility stan-
dards (derived from IEEE standard 1547) for power quality
(harmonic distortion and DC offset) and FCC Class B EMI
limits for conducted emissions.

MAXIMUM POWER POINT TRACKING
The magnitude of the inverter output current is set by

the MPPT control. If the PV array output power is greater
than the inverter rating (which may be reduced at elevat-
ed ambient temperature), the MPPT control sets the out-
put current to match the inverter power rating. If the PV
array output power is less than the inverter power rating,
the MPPT sets the inverter output current to maximize
the PV array power (i.e., it tracks the array’s maximum

power point).
Because the PV array voltage and current are interrelated

by the I-V characteristic of the PV cells (governed by the
semiconductor physics of the cells), an MPPT algorithm
controls either array voltage or current to maximize power
output. The general relationship between PV array voltage
or current and output power (under uniform irradiance) is
shown in Figure 4.

Maximum power point systems typically control array
voltage (by adjusting the power converter input voltage)
and the task of the MPPT algorithm becomes one of find-
ing the voltage at the array’s maximum power point (VMPP).
The VMPP stays relatively constant with changes in irradi-
ance, except at low levels, but changes substantially with
cell temperature. Therefore, it is not possible to just find
and set VMPP for a particular PV array. It must be tracked.
Fortunately, because VMPP changes mainly with array tem-
perature (i.e., relatively slowly), the tracking algorithm
does not have to be fast to achieve acceptable accuracy.

There are several basic MPPT techniques and a multi-
tude of variations on the theme. The algorithm used in the
GT inverters is somewhat nonconventional, but it uses the
characteristics of the entire PV array/inverter system to
determine the maximum power point.

The system starts at the extreme right side of the array
power-voltage (P-V) curve (zero power, PV array open-cir-
cuit voltage). The MPPT controller increases output power
by increasing the output current magnitude command. As
power is increased, the system operates along the array P-V
curve, approaching the maximum power point (see Figure 5).
The maximum power point is a boundary between stable
and unstable regions of operation. To the right of the max
power point, the system is stable. To the left of the max
power point, the system is unstable and the array voltage
will tend to “crash” to zero if output power is increased.
The system is at the margin of stability at the maximum
power point and the array voltage oscillates at this point
(the magnitude of oscillation is quite small, about 1% of
the array DC voltage). The MPPT controller detects this
oscillation and uses it to find VMPP.

Once VMPP is found, the MPPT controller holds the sys-
tem at this voltage by adjusting the output current magni-
tude. The controller monitors the magnitude of the array
voltage oscillations. If the magnitude exceeds a limit, indi-
cating that the operating point is moving to the left of VMPP

towards instability (i.e., the actual VMPP has moved right),

PMPP
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Figure 5—Tracking P-V to determine the maximum power point.
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Figure 4—Characteristic PV array power curve.
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the array voltage is increased to bring the system back to
VMPP. Every 0.7 s, the MPPT controller adjusts the VMPP set-
point to see if the actual maximum power point has moved
to the left. If power can be increased without the magni-
tude of oscillations exceeding the limit, the setpoint is
changed to the improved value.  

The Xantrex GT series MPPT controller is implemented
in a Freescale Semiconductor HC12 microcontroller. The
microcontroller is also responsible for the user interface
and data network functions. A separate Microchip Technol-
ogy PIC18F series microcontroller is used for the grid inter-
connect protection functions specified by the IEEE Stan-
dard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with the
Electric Power Systems. These require the inverter to rap-
idly shut off the output connected to the grid if the grid
voltage or frequency goes outside specified limits. The
pulse width modulators and inner-control loops are imple-
mented with discrete analog and digital circuits.  

Finally, like most of the electronics I buy, I always like
to look under the hood. Before taking apart the inverters on
my wall, however, I spent some time e-mailing the kind
folks at Xantrex and they were happy to answer my ques-
tions and provide me with a picture of the inside of the
GT5 so I didn’t have to disassemble mine (see Photo 5). ;-)

SO, DOES IT WORK?
As I write this, the PV system has been operational for

three weeks. I haven’t seen any 10,760-W output, but that’s

primarily because the roof array pitch is maximized for the
middle of the summer and not mid-fall. Ignoring edge-of-
cloud effects, I did see 10,000 W being produced one after-
noon, but it has typically been about 8,000 to 9,000 W and

Photo 5—This is an inside look at the GT5 inverter. The toroid isolation transformer is
at the upper right and the DC bus electrolytic capacitors are to the left of the trans-
former. There are a lot of inductors and capacitors—used both as parts of the power
conversion circuits and as filters to remove ripple and EMI. The power semiconduc-
tors are not visible because they are attached to the heatsink on the other side of the
main PCB.
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I have been racking up a bunch of kWh credits on the
meter. (I was intrigued to see the system even generating
1,500 W during a moderate rainstorm last week. I guess a
lot more light filters through the clouds than I realized.)
Because I haven’t been using a lot of air conditioning this
late in the fall, I expect that my net-metered electric bill
for October could be $0, with perhaps even some additional
solar credit toward next month. Of course, next July might
be a whole different story. ;-)

Unfortunately, because this has been
a work in progress, I haven’t had the
usual six months to a year to design and
implement elaborate solar monitoring
software that seems part of everyone
else’s solar system article these days.
The Xantrex inverters have an RS-232
data port that enables connection to a
computer for analysis and a CAN bus
that connects to an LCD for local moni-
toring. The only display software I’ve
seen thus far is user-supplied and not
very user-friendly. While I was able to
configure two GridConnect NETDIO
serial-to-Ethernet converters into a
“tunneling RS-232” arrangement that at
least allowed this software to run on a
computer located farther away than a
50′ RS-232 cable, I discarded it for a
more innovative kludge. I simply
mounted a web cam in front of the
Xantrex LCD monitor and called the
power display up as a web page. I had to

resort to these methods because I want-
ed immediate display solutions, but
fortunately, Xantrex has a better
answer for the long run. In the first
quarter of 2008, Xantrex will have a
TCP/IP Ethernet/wireless “Gateway”
that connects to the CAN bus and dis-
plays both real-time and archive record-
ings directly. The next time I present
an article about my system, I should be
showing this new device installed.

Still, seeing what the solar system is
producing in real time is only half the
story. How do I know whether I am
producing more power than I am using
or just how bad is it when I turn on the
5-ton air conditioner in the solarium?
Obviously, I can wait and rely on the
power company to tell me there’s a
kilowatt-hour surplus or deficit on my
monthly electric bill (nah!), or I can
close the loop myself. The only way to
know whether I have a surplus is to
monitor the power consumed by the
entire house in real time and compare
it to the amount being generated at the

same time by the solar system.
The classical method for monitoring AC power is to put

current transformers around the AC wires in question, con-
nect the core secondary to a true RMS converter, and then
write a bunch of software to display and plot the results.
Great idea, but I was a bit limited on time for building all my
own circuitry. Instead I found an almost perfect off-the-shelf
solution from PICO Technology. Using an EL040 current

Photo 6—This screenshot illustrates a recent daily recording of two data points. The power difference in magni-
tude between the blue and red traces represents the power being redirected to the grid (red higher than blue) or
consumed from the grid (red less than blue).

Photo 7—LED bulbs are typically designed as either series/parallel strings of discrete LEDs with simple power
regulators or a small number of very high-power LEDs with sophisticated AC-powered switchmode converters.
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monitor with three split-core current clamps (rated at 0.1 to
300 A AC) and an EL005 RS-232 output data logger, I am
able to record the current on each side of the 240-VAC line
feeding the main AC distribution panel plus the 240 VAC
output from the inverters. The PICO data logger comes
with PC software called EnviroMon that graphs and displays
the three readings. The data logger can hold about 60 days of
recorded readings when taken once per minute. Photo 6
illustrates a recent daily recording of two data points. The
blue trace shows the AC current feeding the main distribu-
tion panel (the total house load) and the red trace is the
solar system output (the current contribution from the
solar system). The power difference in magnitude between
the blue and red traces represents the power being redirect-
ed to the grid (red higher than blue) or consumed from the
grid (red less than blue).

CONSERVATION 
OK, this might seem gratuitous coming from a guy with

12 tons of air conditioning, but I’ve been trying to clean up
my act. While my previous existence did involve simply
turning on all the air conditioning from April to November
and running temperatures closely resembling a meat lock-
er, I haven’t done that since embarking on this project.
These days, I actually check the outside temperature and
open windows or use fans before resorting to more energy-
intensive cooling solutions. I won’t say that not having any
more $500/month electric bills isn’t a righteous incentive,
but going through all the effort and justification for
installing solar power tends to add a little “religion” to
one’s lifestyle.

I might have said this before, but the size of my solar
system was intended to offset 82% of my electric use based
on past bills. As long as the summer heat isn’t too oppres-
sive, saving energy by reducing some of the air condition-
ing is a no-brainer. But the next conservation iteration was-
n’t quite as easy. Other than an electric stove and an elec-
tric clothes dryer (domestic hot water and home heating
are both oil), my next major source of energy consumption

is lighting, and there’s a lot of it. There has to be 100 incan-
descent light bulbs on this property along with enough
floodlights to illuminate a Wal-Mart parking lot. Seriously,
there is a bunch.

A number of years ago, I converted most of the outside
flood lights to efficient high-pressure sodium vapor. When I
started converting the inside incandescent lights to com-
pact fluorescent (CFL), I ran into a problem. The vast
majority of lights in my house are either connected to man-
ual dimmer switches, motion sensing on/off switches, or
home-control-system-managed X-10 modules. The com-
mon ingredient in all these devices is that they incorporate
TRIAC outputs.

TRIACs and CFLs don’t get along well and early genera-
tion CFLs buzzed, flashed, or just plain didn’t work with
most of these TRIAC-based controls. Current generation
CFLs have vastly improved electronics, so I went on a
quest to replace all the incandescents that I had originally
targeted with the hope that I could succeed this time
around. The success was better, but not complete. Let me
explain.

If you have a simple mechanical wall switch controlling
a desk lamp, then by all means put a CFL in it. However, if
that desk lamp is controlled by an X-10 module or motion-
sensing wall switch, prepare to do some experimenting.
Low-cost CFLs are not created equal and, in my experience,
different brands may operate quite differently when con-
nected to “non-standard” light switches. Some will work
with TRIACs while others won’t without occasionally
flashing at inopportune times. Replacing lamp modules
with appliance modules offers some remedy but can also
introduce a new set of problems. The new CFLs have much
more efficient electronic ballasts. The manual turn on
sensing current used in the standard X-10 module is
enough power to cause some low-cost brands to flash even
when the module is turned off. 

Fortunately, recently developed “dimmable” CFLs seem
to be much more TRIAC and “X-10 sensing current” toler-
ant, and I was finally able to install a couple dozen of those

Photo 8a—The manual turn on “sensing” current of standard X-10 appliance modules is enough to keep LED lights from ever totally shutting off. b—INSTEON appliance modules,
which are also X-10-compatible, have a lower sensing current, which does not trigger the LEDs.

a ) b )
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even false-triggering the switching regulators and making
them flash. In my case, the only solution was to still use
X-10 communication but eliminate traditional X-10 mod-
ules—basically, find a better mousetrap.  

The answer for me turned out to be INSTEON control
modules from Smarthome. Photos 8a and 8b demonstrate
the results. When the LED bulb is plugged into the stan-
dard X-10 appliance module (forget using lamp modules
with these bulbs), the manual turn on current is enough to
keep the bulb partially lit. When it is plugged into the
INSTEON appliance module, the sensing current is low
enough that the bulb is off. (Of course, every solution has a
price, and if we go back and look at the decision trail, it
gives a whole new meaning to the “insanity factor” of the
people with PV systems. Realize, that we have just gone
from replacing a $0.60 incandescent bulb first with a $2
cheap CFL and then to a $14 expensive CFL, only to finally
end up with a $97 LED light that needs a $35 control mod-
ule—but heh, it works.) ;-)

INSTEON modules use a combination of power line and
wireless control transmission to facilitate a more reliable
modular control system than plain X-10. And, while my
home control system is not currently INSTEON compati-
ble, INSTEON modules can emulate X-10 communication
and function as X-10 replacements. The good news is that
they are a better mousetrap and don’t need anywhere near
as much sensing current for the manual turn on capability
(which apparently can be disabled when not emulating X-10
only). Another thing I noticed was that INSTEON modules
appear to be more sensitive than the standard X-10 mod-
ules. Some of the occasional flaky responses I had been
experiencing with standard X-10 went away after I replaced
about 30 modules with INSTEON devices. I can’t wait
until my HCS can use INSTEON’s full benefits. 

SOAKING UP SOME PHOTONS
Building this PV system has been a big undertaking in a cou-

ple of ways. Besides the physical installation of all the hard-
ware, it’s the first time I’ve written a series of articles in a
number of years. I’d like to say it was easy getting back into
the saddle, but it took a while after such a long vacation. Of
course, now that I’m enjoying my new project, it’s hard to stop
re-engineering everything around it. My first priority is to add
a lot more instrumentation and remote data monitoring. I will
be back in a few months to describe some of that. Until then,
as soon as it gets a bit warmer around here, you can expect to
find me sitting out on the deck with a cool drink watching my
solar panels soak up photons and thinking about my next
renewable energy project. I

Author’s Note: Special thanks to Konrad Mauch of Xantrex
Technology for his help explaining GT5.0 technology.

Steve Ciarcia is an electronics engineer and computer
consultant with experience in process control, digital design,
and product development. He founded Circuit Cellar in 1988
and currently serves as the magazine’s editorial director. You
may contact him at steve.ciarcia@circuitcellar.com.

with success. The only downside is that the $0.60 incandes-
cent that was being replaced by a $2 CFL is now being
replaced by a $14 “better” CFL. That’s where “faith”
becomes part of the renewable energy exercise in order to
offset the obvious financial disconnect. But, it gets worse. ;-)

The bad news is that CFLs just don’t hack it, period, in
some of my lighting applications. As you may already
know, I have had a home control system for many years.
One of its functions is to control the lighting on the cellar
staircase, in the hallways, and in some of the rooms based
on occupancy. Step onto the stairway and the lights go on.
Two minutes after sensing no motion, the lights go off.
One of the bad traits about CFLs is that they can have a
very long turn on time to get to full brightness—ranging
from a couple of seconds to almost a minute. And, cycling
them on and off a hundred times a day puts them in an
early grave. 

The CFLs with the fastest turn on time necessary for a
quick traverse through a hallway or a staircase seem to
exhibit the shortest cycle life. (I heard a number like 8,000
times as being the average duty cycle life for many of these
bulbs despite a 20,000-hour operating life.) Similarly, the
dimmable fluorescent bulbs that appear not to have auto-
matic control sensitivities seem to take forever to turn on.
After experiencing a half dozen CFL failures due to exces-
sive cycling, I almost had to resort to using incandescents
again.

I said almost. It turns out that years of technical evolu-
tion have benefited another lighting scheme—LEDs. While
still first-generation and not even close to the cost-benefit
ratio of CFLs, they are low power, low heat, and long life.
The greater benefit for me is that they are truly instant-on
and have no duty cycle limitations that I know of. The bad
news is that making them work in a computer-controlled
house is almost as aggravating as CFLs.

Current LED lights seem to be designed either as dozens
or more of discrete LEDs connected in series/parallel com-
binations using a simple RC and diode connection to the
AC line, or a limited number of special high-power LEDs
controlled by sophisticated built-in wide-input-range
switching regulators straight on the AC line (see Photo 7).
In fact, there are so many variations on a theme among
brands and bulb types that except for a simple contact clo-
sure, there is no guarantee that a control module or motion
switch that works on one LED bulb type will work on the
next, even within the same brand. Depending on the cur-
rent regulation employed, many also seem to exhibit sensi-
tivity to TRIAC-controlled switches and X-10 module man-
ual trigger sensing currents. 

X-10 modules facilitate manual turn on by sensing that a
small leakage current around the TRIAC in a lamp module
or the relay in an appliance module is interrupted. Because X-
10 technology and the basic module design is about 30 years
old and traditionally applied to incandescent bulbs that
don’t “glow” with the relatively low sensing current, it
wasn’t a big issue how “low” this current is by today’s
standards. The supposedly “low” sensing current is actual-
ly enough to keep some LED bulbs from fully turning off or
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